
Artificially Intelligent

Section 1: Identify the piece and artist that DOLLE has attempted to
reproduce
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Section 2: Identify the classic novels by their re-written first lines

21. “It was not so long ago, I embarked on a voyage that would forever change the course of my
life. The restless sea beckoned me, and I could not resist its call.”

22. “The year was 1775, and England and France stood on the brink of a new age. It was a time
of great upheaval, as the winds of revolution swept across the continent. Amidst this
chaos, two cities emerged as symbols of a divided world - London and Paris.”

23. “It was a time of perpetual war and government-sanctioned oppression. Winston Smith lived
in a world where history was constantly rewritten, and the truth was a rare and
dangerous commodity.”

24. “Maycomb was a tired old town, with a courthouse square at its center and a few small
shops scattered around the edges. It was a place where time moved slowly, and
everyone knew everyone else's business.”



25. “The alarm blared in the night, signaling the beginning of another book-burning mission.”

26. “On a seemingly ordinary day in Surrey, a most extraordinary event was about to take place.
In a quiet, leafy suburb called Privet Drive, the residents were going about their usual
business, unaware that the world of magic was about to collide with their own.”

27. “In the rough and tumble world of the East Side, life was hard and street fights were
common.”

28. “Dear Reader, I'm afraid that the story I am about to tell is not a happy one, so if you are
looking for a light and cheerful tale, you would do well to look elsewhere.”

29. “In the heart of Oklahoma, the land is as hard and unyielding as the people who call it
home.”

30. “I am invisible, not in the sense of being a ghost or a figment of someone's imagination, but
rather in the sense of being unseen and unknown.”

Section 3: Identify the following popular cryptids by DOLLE’s artistic
rendering

31. 32.
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Section 4. Identify the historical event based on AI generated images
and captions

41.

"Disastrous inferno engulfs massive flying
machine"

42.

"Unidentified soldiers plant mysterious object
on Japanese island"



43.

"A guy in a suit jumps on a rock millions of
miles away"

44.

"Things got a little crazy in a crowded Asian
city"

45.

"You won't believe what these crazy kids did
in a field - picture inside!"

46.

"Amazing aquatic moment captured as man
dominates in pool"



47.

"World leaders try to play nice, but we all
know it won't last long"

48.

"Amazing moment in sports history as man
swings stick and ball goes whoosh"

49.

"Man holds strange thingamajig in the air -
everyone is confused!"

50.

"Foreign band's performance on TV causes
chaos and disrupts America's youth"


